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Abstract 

Unit Commitment Problem (UCP) is a nonlinear mixed integer optimization problem used in the scheduling operation of power system 
generating units subjected to demand and reserve requirement constraints for achieving minimum operating cost. The task of the UC 
problem is to determine the on/off state of the generating units at every hour interval of the planning period for optimally transmitting the 
load and reserve among the committed units. The importance for the necessity of a more effective optimal solution to the UCP problem is 
increasing with the regularly varying demand. Hereby, we propose a hybrid approach which solves the unit commitment problem subjected 
to necessary constraints and gives the optimal commitment of the units. The possible combination of demand and their corresponding 
optimal generation schedule can be determined by the PSO algorithm. Being a global optimization technique, Evolutionary Programming 
(EP) for solving Unit Commitment Problem, operates on a method, which encodes each unit’s operating schedule with respect to up/down 
time. When the demand over a time horizon is given as input to the network it successfully gives the schedule of each unit’s commitment 
that satisfies the demands of all the periods and results in minimum total cost. Because hybridization is dominating, this approach for 
solving the unit commitment problem is more effective.  

Keywords: Generation schedule, Unit commitment problem (UCP), Evolutionary Programming (EP), Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO), Power Flow Constraints (PFC). 

1. Introduction 

In any power station, investment cost is quite high and the resources required for operating them are quickly 
becoming inadequate [1]. The cyclic fluctuations in the demand for electricity on a daily and weekly basis has 
made determination of the best way of meeting these fluctuating demands a problem for the power system [2]. 
Knowledge of the future demand is a major issue in planning. Accurate forecasting is necessary for the efficient 
functioning of basic operating functions like thermal and hydrothermal UC, economic dispatch, fuel scheduling 
and unit maintenance [3]. The production cost for energy varies significantly between different energy sources 
present in a power system. Moreover a tool is necessary for balancing demand and generation and also for 
dispatching the generation in an optimal and most economical manner [4]. 

Power system operators encounter a wide-range of decision-making problems on account of these 
difficulties. One of the decision making problems is related to the scheduling of the generators at any particular 
time in a power system. It is not economical to operate all the units necessary to satisfy the peak load during low 
load periods [5]. The principal aim of a power system is to minimize the power generation expenses while 
satisfying the hourly forecasted power demand. The UCP method obtains an optimal turn on and turn off 
schedule for a group of power generation units for each time slot over a given time range [10].  

The UCP is an essential area of research which draws more attention from the scientific society due to the 
fact that even small savings in the operation costs every hour can result in considerable overall economic 
savings [6]. Unit Commitment (UC) is the best option for determining which of the available power plants 
should be incorporated for supplying the electricity [7]. UCP is a part of production scheduling which is 
concerned with the determination of the ON/OFF status of the generating units during each interval of the 
scheduling period. This is necessary to minimize the cost while meeting the system load and reserve 
requirements which are open to many types of equipment, system and environmental constraints [8]. The UC 
should minimize the production cost of the system while satisfying the load demand, spinning reserve, ramp 
constraints and the operational constraints of the individual units [9].  

Hence, we propose a hybrid UCP solving approach based on PSO and EP for obtaining an effective schedule 
with minimum cost. The proposed approach takes less time to solve the UCP compared with the approaches that 
are solely based on a single optimization algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
deals with some of the recent related works Section 3 and Section 4 briefs the EP and PSO respectively. Section 
5 covers the UCP formulation with consideration to the necessary constraints. The proposed hybrid approach 
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based on EP-PSO which solves the UCP is detailed in Section 6 with illustrations and mathematical 
formulations. Section 7 discusses the implementation results and Section 8 concludes the paper. 

2. Related works 

U.BasaranFilik and M.Kurban [3] have utilized a Fuzzy Logic (FL) method in solving the UC problem of the 
four-unit Tuncbilek thermal plant of Turkey for an optimum schedule of the generating units subjected to load 
data constraints forecasted using conventional ANN (ANN) and an improved method which is a combination of 
ANN and Weighted Frequency Bin Blocks (WFBB).  Kaveh Abookazemi et al [8] have presented and identified 
the alternative strategies with the advantages of Genetic Algorithm for solving the Thermal Unit Commitment 
(UC) problem. A Parallel Structure has been developed to handle the infeasibility problem in a structured and 
improved Genetic Algorithm (GA) which provides an effective search and therefore greater economy. Their 
proposed method leads us to obtain better performance by using both computational methods and classification 
of unit characteristics. Typical constraints such as system power balance, minimum up and down times, start up 
and shut-down ramps have been considered. A number of effective parameters related to UC problem have been 
identified. 

S. Prabhakar Karthikeyan et al [9] have proposed an algorithm which solves a security constrained UC 
problem subjected to both operational and power flow constraints (PFC) and obtains a secure and economical 
hourly generation schedule. They have adopted an efficient unit commitment (UC) approach with PFC for 
achieving minimum system operating cost and at the same time satisfying both unit and network constraints 
with regards to uncertainties. S.Chitra Selvi et al. [13] have presented an innovative approach that utilizes 
particle swarm optimization technique in solving the Multi- Area Unit Commitment and obtains the optimal or 
near optimal commitment strategy for the generating units. Their technique has improved efficiency with respect 
to cost and computation time compared to traditional Dynamic Programming and Evolutionary Programming 
Methods.Nidul Sinha et al [32] have described the hybridization between PSO and self-adaptive evolutionary 
programming techniques for solving economic dispatch (ED) problem with non-smooth cost curves where 
conventional gradient based methods were in-applicable. The convergence capability of evolutionary 
programming technique was enhanced with hybridization of self-adaptive evolutionary programming technique 
with PSO intelligence.  

D.P. Kothari et al [33] have proposed a hybrid approach consisting of Lagrange Relaxation (LR) and 
Evolutionary Programming (EP) that maximizes the profit of GENCOs for solving the profit based unit 
commitment problem subjected to fuel and emission constraints under deregulated environment. Deregulation in 
power sector results in increased electricity production and distribution efficiency, lower prices and higher 
quality and a secure and more reliable product. The objective of their algorithm was to maximize the profit of 
the Generation Company in the deregulated power and reserve market. The Unit Commitment Problem is an 
optimization problem of the generating units in a power system subjected to various constraints. UC schedule is 
based on the market price in the deregulated market. The number of units for maximizing the profit varies 
proportionately with the market price. Consideration for generation, spinning reserve, non-spinning reserve, and 
system constraints are included in their formulation. Simulation results using MATLAB has confirmed the 
usefulness and effectiveness of their approach in deregulated markets. 

Dudek [37] has presented an approach that solves the unit commitment problem which is based on the 
simulated annealing algorithm that has an adaptive schedule. The time taken to find a good solution that satisfies 
all the constraints was shortened and the convergence of the algorithm was improved by altering the control 
parameter for temperature to represent the cost levels on which the algorithm operated during the annealing 
process. The mutation and transposition operators of the problem were used as transition operators. Time-
dependent start-up cost, demand and reserve constraints, minimum up and down time constraints and unit power 
generation limits were incorporated with the method. There are separate objective function definitions for 
feasible and infeasible solutions. Test results have demonstrated the superiority of the effectiveness of this 
approach compared to simulated annealing with static schedule, genetic algorithm and other techniques. From 
the reviewed research works it can be concluded that the necessity for an effective solution to the UCP is crucial 
in the domain of power systems  
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3. Evolutionary Programming (EP) 

Evolutionary Programming (EP) invented by D. Fogel in 1962 is a natural generation based stochastic 
optimization technique extended by Burgin [18] for optimization process. It is one of the efficient models 
utilized to solve optimization problems. Hence, EP can be made exceedingly robust and efficient, capable of 
faster convergence to global optimum by the incorporation of constraint handling techniques based constrained 
optimization [34]. The process starts with the generation of random number which represents the parameters 
responsible for the optimization of the fitness value [17]. Then a new generation is created by statistical 
evaluation, fitness calculation, mutation and selection. The fittest individual is found by evolving a population 
of individuals over a number of generations.  

The basic EP method consists of 3 steps which should be repeated until either a threshold for iteration is 
exceeded or an adequate solution is obtained:  

(1) Choose an initial population of trial solutions at random. The speed of optimization is highly dependant 
on the number of solutions in a population, but definite answer regarding how many solutions are appropriate is 
not available (other than >1). 

(2) A new population is generated by replicating each solution and each of these offspring solutions are 
mutated in accordance with a continuous distribution of mutation types which ranges from minor to extreme 
types. The functional change forced on the parents assesses the severity of the mutation.  

(3) The fitness of each offspring solution is computed in order to assess the solution. Though traditionally 
the N solutions that are to be retained for the population of solutions is determined by performing a stochastic 
contest, sometimes it is determined deterministically. There is no necessity to keep a constant population size or 
to restrict the parents to have only one offspring. 

According to [35], the optimization process of EP can be reduced to the following two major steps: 
1. Mutate all the solutions in the current population 
2. Select the next generation from the mutated and the current solutions. 
These two methods can be considered as two population based versions of the classical “generate and test 

method”, where mutation is used for generation of new solutions (offspring) and selection is used for testing the 
current and newly generated solutions to determine which of them should survive for the next generation. The 
generate and test versions of EP indicates that mutation is a key search operator which generates new solutions 
from the current ones [37]. EP [29, 30] has the advantages of good convergence property and it is significantly 
faster than traditional GAs. Moreover it is capable of obtaining high quality solutions surmounting the “Curse of 
dimensionality” and its computational burden is almost linear with the problem scale. 

4. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

PSO is a population based stochastic optimization technique first introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 
for simulating the natural animal’s behavior to adapt to the best of the characters among the entire populations 
like bird flocking, fish schooling, and swarm theory [22]. The basic concepts of PSO algorithm can be explained 
as follows: A possible solution to the existing optimization problem is represented by each particle in the 
swarm. During PSO iteration, every particle moves towards its own personal best solution it achieved so far, as 
well as towards the global best solution which is best among the best solutions achieved so far by all particles 
present in the population. Therefore, whenever a promising new solution is found by a particle, all other 
particles will move towards it, in order to explore the solution space more carefully [24]. A population (swarm) 
of processing elements called particles each of which representing a candidate solution forms the basis of 
computation in PSO [20]. The PSO algorithm relies on the social interaction that takes place between 
independent particles when they search for an optimum solution [21]. 

A population of random solutions is used to initialize the PSO and optima are searched by updating the 
solution in each generation [23]. Utilizing the fitness function to be optimized fitness values of each particle is 
estimated and the direction of each flying particle is determined using its velocity [22]. The estimated fitness 
value of each particle in the swarm is compared with its best previous fitness value and with the best fitness 
value which is best among all the particles in the swarm [26]. The position (i.e. solution) of every individual 
particle in multidimensional solution space will move stochastically towards its related best positions (i.e. best 
solutions) [22].The algorithm is repeated by updating the velocity and position of each particle until the stopping 
criteria are met [27].  Due to the simplicity of implementation and capability to converge quickly to a reasonably 
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good solution the PSO algorithm is becoming very popular. Today, successful applications of PSO algorithm 
include power system optimization, traffic planning, engineering design and optimization, and computer system 
and more [25]. 

5. Problem formulation 

The main aim is to find the generation scheduling so that the total operating cost can be reduced when it is 
exposed to a variety of constraints [28]. An interesting solution will reduce the total operating cost of the 
generating units by satisfying many constraints while considering the UCP. The overall objective function of the 
UCP is given below,    

( )( )
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ititititit
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T h
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                                         (1) 

where, itU  is the status of unit i at hour t , ( ) ( )OFF is unit if ON is unit if Uit 01 == , itV  unit i  start 
up/shut down status at hour t , 1=itV if the unit is started at hour t  and 0 otherwise; TF is the total operating 

cost over the schedule horizon ( )hRs  and itS is the startup cost of unit i  at hour t ( Rs ). For thermal and 
nuclear units, the most important component of the total operating cost is the power production cost of the 
committed units. The quadratic form for this is given as 
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In equation (2), iii C and BA , represents the cost function parameters of the thi unit in 

h Rs/ and   MWhRs./  ,h MWRs./ 2 respectively, ( )itit PF  is the production cost of unit i  at a time ( )h / Rs t , itP  is 
the output power from unit i  at time t ( )MW nomenclature. The startup value depends upon the downtime of 
the unit. When the unit i  is started from the cold state then the downtime of the unit can vary from a maximum 
value. If the unit i  has been turned off recently, then the downtime of the unit varies to a much smaller value. 
During the downtime periods, the startup cost calculation depends upon the treatment method for the thermal 
unit. The startup cost itS  is a function of the downtime of unit i  and it is given as 
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where, iSo is the unit i  cold start-up cost ( )Rs , ii E and D is the startup cost coefficients for unit i . 
Constraints: The UCP is focused to several constraints depending upon the nature of the power system 

which is still under study. In such case the main constraint is the load balance and the spinning reserve, while 
the other constraints include the thermal constraints, fuel constraints, security constraints etc [33].  

(i) Load Balance Constraints: The real power produced must be sufficient to satisfy the load demand and 
the constraint to be satisfied can be given as 

titit

N

i

PDUP =
=1

                        (4) 

where, tPD  is the system peak demand at hour t  ( )MW  and N is the number of available generating units. 
(ii) Spinning Reserve Constraints: The total amount of real power generation available from all 

synchronized units minus the present load plus the losses gives the spinning reserve. The reserve is assumed as a 
pre-specified amount or a given percentage of the estimated peak demand. Moreover, it must be sufficient to 
meet the loss of the most heavily loaded unit in the system. This has to satisfy the equation given below 

( ) Tt;1 RPDU max P ttiti

N

i

≤≤+>=
=1

                            (5) 

where, iPmax  is the maximum generation limit of unit i, tR  is the spinning reserve at time t ( )MW , T is the 
scheduled time horizon ( )h 24 . 

(iii) Thermal Constraints: The temperature and pressure of the thermal units varies rapidly and it must be 
synchronized before initiating in the online. A time period of even 1 hr  is considered as the minimum 
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downtime of the units. The thermal constraints are managed by the factors like minimum uptime, minimum 
downtime and crew constraints.  

(iv) Minimum uptime: If the units are shut down already, then there will be a minimum time before they 
are restarted. The constraint is given in equation (6) 

   
iupion TT ≥                    (6) 

where, ionT is the duration for which unit i  is continuously ON (in hours), 
iupT is the unit i  minimum up time 

(in hours). 
(v) Minimum downtime: If all the units are running already, they cannot be shut down simultaneously and 

the constraint is given as   
idownioff TT ≥               (7) 

where, idownT  is the unit i  minimum down time (in hours), 
ioffT  is the duration for which unit i  is 

continuously OFF (in hours). 
(vi) Must Run Units: Generally, in order to provide voltage support for the network some of the units are 

given as a must run status. 
(vii) Ramping Constraints: The quality of the solution will be improved if the ramping constraints are 

included. But the state space of the production simulation can be significantly expanded by the attachment of the 
ramp-rate limits which increases its computational requirements. Therefore, this significantly results in the 
development of more states and more strategies to be saved. Hence, the CPU time will be increased.  

6. Proposed Hybrid Technique in Solving UCP based on PSO-EP 

The proposed hybrid intelligence technique for UCP utilizes PSO Algorithm and EP. PSO is used to determine 
the units and their optimum generation schedule for a particular demand with minimum cost. Evolutionary 
Programming assisted by PSO is used to determine the unit commitment that minimizes the cost for different 
possible demands.  Based on previous period demand, the Evolutionary Programming technique determines the 
optimal schedule that satisfies the current period demand. Thus, the problem is divided into two stages; one for 
determining the unit commitment for a particular demand and the other for determining the unit commitment for 
all the periods that result in minimum cost. As the demand varies with time, the demand is different for each 
period and hence different possible demands needs to be optimized which can be performed by EP. 

6.1 Determining Generation Schedules by PSO 

In order to find an optimal solution to an objective function (fitness function) in a search space, PSO method is 
used which belongs to the group of direct search methods. PSO is used to determine the optimal generation 
schedule for a particular demand. In PSO, a swarm is made up of many particles, and each particle represents a 
potential solution (i.e., individual).  

In PSO, thp  particle can be represented as { }pNppp λλλλ ,,, 21 = , where pjλ  is the value of 
thj coordinate in the N dimensional space. The best visited position of thp  particle can be represented 

as { }pNppp pppP ,,, 21 = . The rate of position change which is the velocity for the particle thp  is 

represented as { }pNppp vvvV ,,, 21 = . Moreover each particle has its own best position bestp  and a global best 

position bestg Fig. 1 represents the Pseudo code for the proposed PSO technique. 
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Fig. 1. Pseudo code for PSO method 

In this pseudo code, )( jvcnt
i stands for current velocity of the particle, )( jvnew

i stands for new velocity of a 
particle, 1a and 2a  are arbitrary numbers in the interval ]1,0[ , 1c and 2c  are acceleration constants (often chosen 
as 2.0) andω is inertia dampener which indicates the impact of the particle’s own experience on its next 
movement. Under the guidance of these two updating rules, the particles are attracted to move towards the best 
position found thus far. That is, the optimal solutions can be sought out due to this driving force. The 
corresponding optimum generation schedule is generated using the proposed PSO technique. 
The major steps of PSO described in the pseudo code are discussed below:  
 
a) Initialization 

Initially, the particles of the swarm are selected randomly with the size of pN . Initialize a population of 
particles with random positions and velocities on N  dimensions in the problem space. For each particle, 
evaluate the optimum fitness function in variables using eqn. (8). And compare the particles fitness evaluation 
with particles bestp .  If the current value is greater than bestp , then set bestp value equal to the current value and 
the bestp  location equal to the current location in the dimensional space. 

  p

N

i
j

cnt
i N1,2,...,j  ; DjPSCFCF

ppp
=













−++= 

=1
)(λλλ     (8) 

To calculate the bestp  by using the fitness function, if the current value is greater than the previous bestp , 
then set the bestp  value equal to the current value, and compute bestg , if the current value is better than bestg  
then reset to the current particles.  

 
b) Updating the Velocity 

The velocity is updated by considering the current velocity of the particles and the best value obtained in 
fitness function among the particles in the swarm. The velocity of each particle is modified by using the 
updating rules mentioned in the pseudo code.  

The value of the weighting factor ω is modified by the following eqn. for quick convergence. 
iteriter */)( maxminmaxmax ωωωω −−=                                (9) 
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Where minω and maxω are the minimum and maximum inertia weight factors respectively. iter  is the current 
number of iterations and maxiter  is the maximum number of iterations. The term ω < 1 is known as the “inertia 
weight”, and it is a friction factor chosen between 0 and 1 in order to determine to what extent the particle 
remains along its original course unaffected by the pull of the other two terms. It is very important to prevent 
oscillations around the optimal value. 
 
c) Updating the Position  

The velocity of each dimension has upper and lower limit, minv and maxv  and they are defined by the 
user. The velocity of such newly attained particle should be within the limits. Before proceeding further, this 
would be checked and corrected.   
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Depend upon the newly obtained velocity vector; the position of each particle is updated by adding the 
updated velocity with current position of the individual in the swarm. The newly obtained particles are evaluated 
as mentioned earlier and so bestp   for the new particles are determined.  

With the concern of bestp  and the bestg , new bestg  is determined. Again by generating new particles, the 
same process is repeated until the process reaches the maximum iteration maxiter . Once the iteration reaches 
the maxiter , the process is terminated and so that a generation schedule of all the units with minimum cost is 
obtained which will meet the demand at the particular period. In the similar fashion, the optimum generating 
schedule for all the possible demand set is determined.  

6.2 Determining Optimal Generation Schedule by EP 

Evolutionary Programming (EP) is an optimization technique based on the natural generation. It involves 
random number generation at the initialization process. The generated random numbers represent the parameters 
responsible for the optimization of the fitness value. In addition, EP also involves fitness calculation, mutation 
and finally the new generation will be taken as a result of the selection. The basic steps of the original 
Evolutionary Programming Technique is as follows 

1. Start with a random population of solutions. 
2. For each of these, produce an offspring by mutation (produce a mutated form, which is its offspring). 
3. The fitness of each population member is calculated. 
4. Keep the best half of the population and remove the rest. 
5. The best values of the first generation and their mutated offspring are combined as a new population. 

Using this new population as a starting point, repeat the process again until the solutions improve 
enough. 

In the proposed method, there are two cases: the first case is finding the optimal generation schedule with 
minimum operating cost using only the current demand. But in the second case, we use both current and 
previous power demands to generate the optimal schedule with minimum operating cost and minimum CPU 
time. Both cases use the same processing steps, only the fitness calculation is different. 
 
Case 1:  
Step 1: Initialization of parent population 

Initial population is one of the deciding factors for reaching the optimum; it should be carefully generated 
but always from the possible intervals.  The initial population is composed by the pN  parent individuals.  The 
elements of the parent are the randomly created permutation of the input variables of the generated units.  Each 
element in a population is uniformly distributed with its feasible range. Each individual is taken as a pair of real 
valued vectors.  

},,2,1{),( pii N i  sp ∈∀              (11) 

Where pi are the objective variables and determined by setting the thj  component, 
n j ; p p  U~p jjj ,,2,1),( maxmin =  where ),( maxmin jj p pU denotes the uniform random variable 

ranging over  [ ]maxmin , jj pp  and is is the standard deviation for mutation and it is initialized to a suitable 
value. 
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Evaluate the objective function, )( pf  for each individual },,2,1{),( pii N i  sp ∈∀ . The objective function 
)( pf is generated as      

||min)( 1DDpf q −=             (12) 

2
1 ||min)( iqi DDpf −=   2,1  i =             (13) 

 
Step 2: Fitness calculation  

Putative solutions to the target problem are evaluated using "Fitness functions", otherwise known as 
"Objective functions". The fitness of all individuals in a population is calculated to determine the degree of 
optimality. The fitness function for each parent },2,1{),( pii N i  sp ∈∀ of the initial population is computed 
as 

)( iqi DDF −=     pN i ,,2,1 =            (14) 

Here qD  is the query demand and iD  is the demand in the optimum generation schedule already obtained 
by PSO.  
 
Step 3: Mutation 

Mutation is the random occasional alteration of the information contained in the individual.  It is performed 
on each element by adding a normally distributed random number with mean few and standard deviation. Create 
the offspring population '

ip  using the mutation process. 

),0( 2
, σ  Npp j i

'
i +=                    (15) 









−=

max
minmax

2 )(
F

F
 pp i

jjβσ                     (16) 

pN i 2,1=  and pN j 2,1=    

Where the j ip ,  denotes the jth element of thi  individual and ),0( 2σ  N  is a Gaussian random variable with 

mean and standard deviation. maxF is the maximum fitness value of old generation. maxjp  and minjp  are the 

maximum and minimum limits of the thj  element. β  is the mutation scale which is given as 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Add the 

Gaussian random variable ),0( 2σ  N  to the entire state variable of ip  to get '
ip . Here 0  is a mean and 2σ is a 

standard deviation. The fitness value corresponding to each offspring obtained from mutation is computed by 
running a load flow with the unit generations of each offspring and using equation. 
 
Step 4: Competition and Selection 

Each individual in the combined population of pN  parent trial vectors and their corresponding pN  
offspring has to compete with r  number of individuals, randomly chosen from the combined population, to 
have a chance to survive to the next generation. The value of r  may be equal to the population size of the 
parent population. Select the pN  individuals from the total pN2  individuals of both ip  and '

ip  using the 
following rule 

Evaluate each trail vector by 
=

=
pN

x
xpi WW

1
  where pN i 2,,2,1 = such that  



 <+<

=
otherwise  ; 

fff0  if  ;  
W itt

x 0
1)(1

                      (17) 

where Wpi is a weight value assigned to each individual.  tf  is the fitness of the tht  competitor randomly 
selected from pN2  individuals. While computing the weight for each individual, it is ensured that each 
individual is selected only once from the combined population. Even though relative fitness values are used 
during the process of mutation, competition and selection, it leads to slow convergence. This is because the 
ratio )/( itt fff +   is always around 5.0 without uniform distribution between 0  and1. Hence, the following 
strategy is followed in this paper to assign weights: 
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=
otherwise; 

fff  if   
W itt

x 0
5.0)/(;1

       (18) 

The weight assignment is found to yield the proper selection and good convergence.  When all the pN2  

individuals are obtain their weights, they are ranked in descending order and the first pN  individuals are 
selected as parents along with their fitness values with their next generation.   
 
Step 5: Convergence 

During initialization the maximum number of generation is fixed and it is checked for convergence.  If the 
convergence condition is not met, the mutation and competition process is run again. The maximum generation 
number is used for convergence condition.  The process is terminated if the maximum number of generations 
are reached otherwise the above procedure is repeated from step (2 - 4). Generations are also repeated until 

 ffavg δ≥)/( max               (19) 

Here avgf   is the average fitness value and maxf is the maximum fitness value and δ  should be very close 
to 1, which represents the degree of satisfaction. 
 
Case 2: 

In case 2, all the processing steps are same as case 1 and only the fitness calculation is different. For case 2, 
both current and previous demands are used to optimize the schedule. So the fitness can be calculated as 

2

)'()'( 22
21 iqiq

i
DDDD

F
−+−

=      2,1  i =         (20) 

Where, 
1qD  and 2qD are the query demand and 'iD  are the offspring created during the mutation. These steps 

are repeated until the optimum fitness is reached. Eventually, by using both case 1 and case 2, the commitments 
of units in an optimal manner are obtained so as to fulfill the demand at the particular period by satisfying the 
mentioned constraints.  

The steps of the Evolutionary Programming technique which is used for our approach is demonstrated in the 
fig 2. 
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Fig .2. Steps involved in EP to determine the optimal generation schedule 

7. Results and Discussion 

The proposed PSO-EP based hybrid intelligence technique for solving the UCP has been implemented in the 
working platform of MATLAB (version 7.8).  IEEE-30 bus utility system has been considered for evaluating the 
performance of the proposed hybrid technique for a time span of 24 hours. In order to get numerical results the 
24 hour demand has been simulated for the IEEE-30 bus utility system.  The operation data for the system is 
given in Table 1.  The simulated demand set, corresponding generation schedule, minimum operating cost and 
the computational time for the system are given in Table 2. The schedule for the hourly demand has been 
obtained utilizing EP. 
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Table 1. Operation data of IEEE-30 bus utility system 

Unit A, US$ B, $/MW C, $/MW2 PSi min, 
MW 

PSi max, 
MW 

1 77.84 6.42 0.003 12 50 250 
2 95.14 5.94 0.005 45 75 250 
3 235.97 7.46 0.004 13 75 250 
4 276.54 8.35 0.002 54 145 310 
5 216.54 8.15 0.002 72 150 310 
6 312.76 9.54 0.002 15 150 320 
7 262.63 8.94 0.002 56 160 350 
8 237.21 7.42 0.003 32 167 350 
9 327.32 6.77 0.004 76 180 380 
10 337.42 7.74 0.003 78 180 412 
11 213.43 5.56 0.001 25 188 412 
12 123.56 6.67 0.003 21 188 125 
13 129.34 6.43 0.005 12 75 125 
14 145.56 5.56 0.008 16 75 150 
15 178.34 5.89 0.007 76 80 150 
16 234.89 4.32 0.007 21 80 220 
17 211.78 3.67 0.006 12 85 220 
18 206.23 7.45 0.003 21 85 230 
19 206.75 6.56 0.006 78 90 230 
20 145.34 4.43 0.009 12 90 250 
21 123.56 5.56 0.007 15 95 250 
22 119.34 5.12 0.005 43 95 250 
23 112.51 8.43 0.003 89 90 300 
24 178.67 7.48 0.005 41 110 300 
25 150.55 5.89 0.006 98 110 320 
26 150.21 5.12 0.001 89 110 320 
27 150.54 9.21 0.005 67 110 320 
28 145.55 5.87 0.003 61 110 330 
29 178.21 9.65 0.005 60 120 330 
30 176.78 8.34 0.004 52 120 330 

Table 2: Optimal generation schedule for  IEEE-30 bus utility system satisfying 24 hours demand along with its Total Operating Cost. 

Tim
e 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

To
ta

l O
pe

ra
tin

g 
C

os
t(p

.u
) 

P
ow

er
 D

em
an

d
 

(M
W

) 

4560 4570 4560 4570 4580 4590 4600 4650 4660 4690 4800 4850 4900 4700 4800 4850 4860 4870 4900 4950 4960 4970 4700 4610

Unit
s                         

0.989
6 

1 250 184 184 146 148 184 189 0 206.
5 109 199 203.5 255.5 0 223.

5 
112.
5 0 194 0 0 0 0 194 189.5

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 0 0 0 0 84 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 310 310 310 310 310 310 310 180 310 310 310 310 310 272 310 310 226 310 238 223 225.5 241.
5 310 310 

5 0 276 286 310 310 286 0 9.5 303.
5 310 310 306.5 310 180 0 310 180 282 180 180 180 180 282 299.5

6 320 0 0 320 0 0 320 412 320 320 320 320 320 380 320 320 380 320 380 380 380 380 320 320 
7 340 350 350 350 350 350 350 412 350 350 350 350 350 380 330 350 380 350 380 380 380 380 350 350 
8 340 350 350 350 350 350 301 412 350 350 350 350 350 380 330 350 380 350 380 380 380 380 350 291 
9 340 360 360 380 360 360 380 412 380 370 380 380 360 266 330 360 348 380 334 354 349 337 380 380 
10 340 360 360 390 360 360 410 254 410 370 390 410 360 380 330 360 380 390 380 380 380 380 390 410 
11 340 360 360 390 360 360 410 412 410 370 390 410 360 380 330 360 380 390 380 380 380 380 390 410 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 0 0 0 284 262 0 0 0 0 300 291 0 294.5 92 246.5 300 46 0 58 43 45.5 61.5 0 0 
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 217.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 412 320 320 320 320 320 380 320 320 380 320 380 380 380 380 320 320 
26 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 379 320 320 320 320 0 380 320 320 380 320 380 380 380 380 320 320 
27 320 320 320 320 320 320 320 189.5 320 320 320 320 320 380 320 0 380 320 380 380 380 380 320 320 
28 330 330 330 0 330 330 330 412 330 201 0 330 330 380 330 330 380 330 380 380 380 380 330 330 
29 330 330 330 330 330 330 330 412 330 330 330 330 330 380 330 330 380 330 380 380 380 380 330 330 
30 330 330 330 330 330 330 330 412 330 330 330 330 330 380 330 330 380 330 380 380 380 380 330 330 

 
The demand for 24 hour time horizon is just a simulation and not the actual demand which the units satisfy 

practically. Evolutionary Programming (EP) is used to obtain an optimum generation schedule for each period 
and the total operating cost for the whole 24 hour period. The optimal generation schedule for a particular 
demand is determined by the contribution of PSO-EP. Fig 3 depicts the performance of EP for a particular 
demand.  

 

 

Fig .3. Convergence characteristics of Evolutionary Programming approach 

PSO generates an optimal unit commitment with minimum cost for a given demand. Fig 3, illustrates the 
improvement in fitness with reference to minimum cost operation of the commitment units. The graph is 
obtained by solving the power demand of 4700 MW by IEEE 30 bus system. The fitness value is optimized in 
all iterations. After a certain number of iterations, the fitness value does not change, which means that the 
optimum fitness value is converged.  For the evaluation of performance, we have solved the UCP by using PSO 
and EP and the computational time taken by the proposed hybrid approach has been compared with that of the 
previous hybrid approach PSO-ANN. The comparison result between the proposed hybrid approach and the 
previous PSO-ANN is tabulated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Comparison between the Proposed PSO-EP approach and the PSO-ANN approach in solving the UCP by means of CPU time 

 CPU time  (sec) 

Proposed PSO EP Hybrid 
approach 

  
 
IEEE-30 bus utility System 
 

 
0.141552 

Proposed PSO ANN 
Hybrid approach  

  
 
IEEE-30 bus utility System 
 

 
4.653611 
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The proposed PSO-EP hybrid approach takes considerably less CPU time for generating the optimal 
schedule of IEEE-30 bus utility system compared with the previous hybrid approach which is based on PSO-
ANN. Hence it can be confirmed that the proposed hybrid approach is capable of generating effective optimum 
generation schedules in less time. 

8. Conclusion 

The proposed hybrid approach which uses PSO and EP exhibits good performance in solving the UCP by 
recognizing the optimal generation schedule. In the proposed method, mutation, competition and selection are 
the essential processes simulated in the procedure. The approach has been tested for the IEEE-30 bus utility 
system with consideration to the most significant load balance and spinning reserve constraints. Prior to the 
system test, we have different possible combinations of the demand set and its corresponding optimal schedule. 
For the test demand set, which consists of demand for a 24 hour period, the hybrid approach effectively yields 
optimal generation schedule for all the periods. Moreover, we have compared the test results of the proposed 
hybrid approach with the discrete performance of the previous hybrid approach PSO-ANN. For UCP more 
efficient solutions are produced by the hybridized PSO-EP method. Hence, it could be concluded that the 
approach gives optimal commitment schedule of units for any given demand that satisfies the defined 
constraints as well as the demand with minimum cost.  
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